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A Guide To Chalcogen-nitrogen ChemistryWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004
The quintessential chalcogen-nitrogen compound tetrasulfur tetranitride, S4N4, was first detected by Gregory in 1835 just ten years after the discovery of benzene. Its unusual structure, like that of benzene, was not elucidated for over 100 years. The application of diffraction techniques revealed the unusual cage arrangement with two weak...
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The Hardy Space H1 with Non-doubling Measures and Their Applications (Lecture Notes in Mathematics)Springer, 2014

	In many problems from analysis, the Hardy space, H1.RD/, always appears as a

	suitable substitution for L1.RD/. Thanks to the seminal papers of Charles Fefferman

	and EliasM. Stein, Ronald R. Coifman and GuidoWeiss, Robert H. Latter and other

	mathematicians, the properties of the Hardy spaces Hp.RD/ with p 2 .0; 1, such

	as the...
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Organizational Consulting: How to Be an Effective Internal Change AgentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for Organizational Consulting
"Alan grasps the very essence of organizational consulting. It’s not about foolish fads or mindless meetings, it’s about relationships, trust and focusing on key issues with a sense of urgency that gets results. His principles and techniques are easy to understand and apply."
...
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The Art of Scalability: Scalable Web Architecture, Processes, and Organizations for the Modern EnterpriseAddison Wesley, 2009
“This book is much more than you may think it is. Scale is not just about designing Web sites that don’t crash when lots of users show up. It is about designing your company so that it doesn’t crash when your business needs to grow. These guys have been there on the front lines of some of the most...
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Sunspots and Starspots (Cambridge Astrophysics)Cambridge University Press, 2008
Written from both an observational and historical perspective, this book is the first to provide a comprehensive combined account of sunspots and starspots. It begins with a substantial historical introduction, then explores the intricate structure of a sunspot's magnetic field and the prevalence of polar spots on stars. Additional topics covered...
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Atlas of UrodynamicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Urodynamics is the investigation of the function of the lower urinary tract - the bladder and urethra - using physical measurements such as urine pressure and flow rate as well as clinical assessment. The assessment begins with a medical history and examination, which may for example reveal abnormalities within the lower abdomen or pelvis that are...
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The Power of Strategic Commitment: Achieving Extraordinary Results Through Total Alignment and EngagementAMACOM, 2009
 Not just a slogan on the T-shirts you give out at the company picnic, commitment is a crucial strategic advantage in any organization. But it’s as elusive to achieve as it is easy to covet. Real commitment transcends simple compliance, where employees follow the rules and get their work done, and translates to the...
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Data Structures and Problem Solving Using C++ (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1999

	Data Structures and Problem Solving Using C++ provides a practical introduction to data structures and algorithms from the viewpoint of abstract thinking and problem solving, as well as the use of C++. It is a complete revision of Weissi successful CS2 book Algorithms, Data Structures, and Problem Solving with C++.


	The most unique...
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Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis in C (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1996


	This book describes data structures, methods of organizing large amounts of data, and algorithm analysis, the estimation of the running time of algorithms. As computers become faster and faster, the need for programs that can handle large amounts of input becomes more acute. Paradoxically, this requires more careful attention...
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Crash Profits: Make Money When Stocks Sink and Soar!John Wiley & Sons, 2003
If continuing corporate collapses, Wall Street lies, and economic uncertainties have left you wondering whom to trust and what to do with your hard-earned money, the time to take action is now. Immediately stop any losses, get on a fast track to recovery, and potentially make more money in the next few years than most investors made in the 1990s....
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Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis in C++Benjamin Cummings, 1994

	Mark Weiss uses C++ to provide a smooth introduction to object-oriented design for programmers competent in one other language. Using C++, the book delivers a series of carefully developed examples which illustrate the important concepts of object orientation alongside its main theme of data structures.
...
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CompTIA Security+ SY0-301 Authorized Exam Cram (3rd Edition)Que, 2011

	CD FEATURES More Than 200 PRACTICE QUESTIONS


	 


	CompTIA® Security+ Exam Cram, Third Edition, is the perfect study guide to help you pass CompTIA’s newly updated version of the Security+ exam. It provides coverage and practice questions for...
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